Knife-edge diffraction has been used to estimate the effects of blocking obstacles and terrain for cellular telecommunications. Wedge diffraction is more appropriate in many cases. This paper presents simple formulas that quantify the effects of shadowing caused by rising terrain using wedgc diffraction. The shadowing effect is directly related to the typical cellular-telecommunications case, where an inverse fonrth-power relationship of received power with distance is characteristic.
Introduction
n most cellular-telecommunications applications, except near I the base station, the transmission loss over a plane earth (flat ground) IS characterized by an inverse fourth-power ( l/R4 ) relationship of received power with distance from the base-station antenna. For situations where an obstacle blocks the line of sight, knife-edge-diffraction theory has becn used to cstimate the amount of signal attenuation caused by the blocking obstacle [l, 21. For many cases (see Figure 1 ) wedge-diffraction theory is more appropriate than knife-edge-diffraction theory, and provides estimates of shadowing effects directly related to the l/R4 flat-ground case. In [3] , a simple formula was presented that determines the wedge shadowing loss with respect to the flat-ground case, with the receiver located in the deep-shadow region. This article extends those results to the case where the receiver is near and away from the shadow boundary.
Flat-ground propagation
Ground-to-ground propagation is generally characterized by a transmitting antenna and its negative image. The flat-ground geometry is shown in Figure 2 . The equation for received power is
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where P is the received power, EIRP is the effective isotropic radiated power, G is the receiving-antenna gain, ( / 2 / 4~R )~ is the freespace propagation factor, and the last tcrm is the two-element array factor. If sin(6) = 5 , and if 2z--HT H R 5 -, then
Note the l/R4 propagation factor in this equation. For comparison to a wedge, it is helpful to define flat ground as a wedge, as shown in Figure 3 .
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Mobile User -7 The condition for l/R4 propagation is converted to where For comparison of a wedge to flat ground, y is arbitrarily set equal to This corresponds to a receiver being located at a point near the ground that is down 14.2 dB from the first peak of the elevationlobe pattem.
Wedge diffraction
With respect to flat ground, the wedge introduces two new transmitter images that are created by the wedge surface near the receiver, as shown in Figure 4 . Diffracted signals emanate from the apex of the wedge, and provide radiated signals in the shadow region. below.
The path-difference factor (voltage ratio) is given by
With the above approximations, it is now possible to compute the total signal versus y , the normalized wedge angle. The total field for a point source and for its diffracted component, nor- The sign and values of B for the main and diffracted parts are given in Table 1 .
The ratio of received powers for a wedge and for flat ground are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Each trace is developed by setting a and D/A to the specified values, and varying p over a given range. In Figure 6 , the range of (v extends over negative and positive values. For negative values of I,V , the wedge is concave, and signal gain is possible. For positive values of (v, the wedge is convex, and signal loss is a characteristic. The dashed curve corresponds to the relationship first presented in [3] . It is a good approximation for the deep-shadow region.
For Until 1968, when he moved to Delaware, Ralph was a research mathematician at the Radiation Lab of the University of Michigan. In his early work, he concentrated on radiation and scattering, providing rigorous foundations for computational work being carried out at the lab. He was attracted to low-frequency scattering early in his career, and returned to the subject often. At the time of his death, he had just completed a volume on low-frequency scattering with George Dassios, of the University of Patras.
